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I. INTRODUCTION

While °it is a long held axiom in higher education that it is

easier to move a cemetery than-change the curriculum, it iS

nonetheless true that demographic pressures or the lack thereof

have produced alterations in curriculuM in many post-secondary

institutions over the past two decades. In this essay I will discuss

demographic changes and the curriculum,-partithilarly for racial and

ethnic minorities. It is not 'my purpose to survey curric lar changes,

bu t.-p-r-e-sentsomedemog_raphic _changes
--argl-s how _h imatitut ion oan

effectively respond to them.

-
I do so from a personal background which structures my view

of the task assigned. I was one of those who went to college because

of the GI Bill and without it would probably have never set foot in

the academy. When I entered New York University as a freshman almost

three decades ago I ha&no understanding of the term liberal educatiot,

nor any sense of what college was,about: All I ,believed was that if

I could complete a college degree I would be insulated from the cycle

nf unemployment and poverty Which characterized those around me.

This was more than.sufficient motivation. What I experienced was

far from what I expected.

I found sensitive and resioonsive teachers who gave of their own

time to share their iftterests, help me over academic hurdles, and

open tO me intellectual vistas I never knew existed.- I remember

delighting in the discovery of Plato, Beethoven, Camus and countless

others whose works gave me new insights into the human condition

and a broader view of my own world--that which I came from and th

which was unfolding before me.
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I came from an dfiVerprivileged community and a poverty-stricken

0

family seeking eConomic security. I soon found myself on a path of

learning and discovery, which continueS even today. I turned from

seeking job security to seeking intellectual growth and my quest for

a career in social work ended"üp with a career in the University as

a teacher, scholar, and administrator. This experience made me

a firm believer in the liberalizing effect of higher educaq.dn as

a path toward excellence.

The second experience which informs my perspective is that of

participating in the development and leadership of a small under-
,

graduate college at the Santa Cruz campus of the University of

California. In thib work I have tried to combine my commitment to

liberal education with an understanding of-the ursent quest of many

youth from underprivileged ancf poverty-stricken communities. Several ,

of us started out to make it an Ethnic Studies College but in our early

planning realized that our goal was not sufficiently liberating for

students. Therefore, we developed an academic program where the

study of ethnic and minority concerns became, a springboard into the

broader perspectiveS of liberal education. We provide the kind of

support and encouragement which urges students to explore those

academic areas they have often feared and about which they know very

little. As a result, 'approximately one-half of our black and Chicano

students major in the natural sciences even thou6 few of them even

anticipated entering college until the last year or two of their

high school education.

The third base is that of service as a member of the Senior

Commission of the Western Association of SchoOls and Colleges. Not

only has this meant reviewing the academic programs of a wide variety
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of institutions, I chaired a special committee of the Commission

charged with revisiag the standard on undergraduate programs. We

develOped a new standard which gives more emphasis to general

e
education and free electives.

Finally, I have sefved on the advisory committees of two

different national consortia Of colleges workingon.programs'in

general and liberal education. This experience has permitted me the

opportunity to study many f the issues in general and liberal

e acdtiou dud become famtg.iar with more of the liteerature.

4.%

This range of experiences affects how I approach the task at

hand. While some might consider them biases, I pfefer to think of

them as perspectives which influence the concerns I choose to'

focus lition when given a broad charge such.as thg implications of the

changing'dethography for the curriculum of higher education.

II. POPULATION CHANGE

Theie are several issues involved 'in considering the curricular

implications of the changing demography. First of these is the change

in the number of college-age youth in,the total populaion Q.1; the

past few decades. Secondly, there is the changing racial and ethnic

V
0

composition of the potential pool of college stUdents. A related

issue we will not get into in this paper is the decline in the

proportion of traditional .college-bound yoUth who are choosing other.

options.

As a result of the changing fertility patterns of AMericans

there has'been a remarkable shift,in the age-stfucture of the total

population, and each of these shifts has impacted very heairily on

educational institutions., Table 1 shows the age distribution of

4



the population by racial groups from 1950 to 1980. From 1950 to 1960
-

there was an increas'e in the proportion of the,populatj_on under 19

so the pool-of potential college youth grew. This pattern continued

through the sixties and we find continued growth in the proportion

of college-age youth until 1970. However, the data show that by

1970 a decline in the population' under 10 had setn, predicting

drop in the number of tollege-age youth by the end

--1---4m7tImeC1--the-1980 Census the shift toward an older,population

was clearly evident. ' In 1960'and 1970 apprOximately 38 percent of

all Americans were under 19 yeats of ager, but by 1980 this had

dropped to 32 percent, almost back to the 1950 level.

The demographic changes have had different impacts on the

racial'groups. Xhe decline in college-age youth has been, proportioonat....

greater for whites than it, has been for minorities, thus changing

the composition of the pclol of coLlege-age youth.- Among white youth'

the proportion of the population under 19 rose from 33 percent in

1950 to 38 percent in 1960, then declined to 30 percent by 1980.

While the black yOuth under 19 have shown a similar pattern pf growth

%and decline, the changes have been ;very different. Blacks have 40

pertent of their youth under 19 in 1950. This increased to 45 percent

in 1960, 46 percent in 1970, and then declined to 40 percent by 1980.

Table' 2 shows that tle same pattern of population change which

-characterized the natio was also found in Catlfornia, for both whites

0

and also the racial minoarities.

These data, however, mask the changes

among the Hisp:anic copulation of the U.S.

that are taking place

an ethnic group racially

classified as white in the census data. When'we look at this group

separately, however, we see that they have an even higher proportion
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'of youth in their ranks (Table 3). 'For the natiosome'49 pencent of

Hispanic youth were under 19 in 1970 as compared sc) 37 percent for

whites and 46 percent for blacks. In 1980 the figures were

respectively 43'percent, 30 percent and 40 percent. The same

pattern of differences held_ftr___ 970.

Our point--simply put--is that throughout the country, and
S.

particularly in some states, the racial and ethnic composition of

the,school-age population is changing significantly. Although whites

P

comprise an overwhelming majority of school-age youth, the proportion
^

of minority youth is growing and in some areas of the country this

change is seen in a larger proportion of minority youtkin elementary

and secondary schools. Given the demographic trends we,can expect
.1

to see these changes eventually impact colleges and universities,

particularly the public institutions where resource allocations

are so frequently driven by enrollments.

School enrollment
-
ftgures 'since 19,60 show the differential rates

. P
. ,

..

of change by race (Table 4). From 1960 to 1970 there was a marked,

increase in the rate of attendance 'for blacks and whites at every

level of enrollment. Since 1970, however, there has been a slight

decline in enrollment for whites and a slight increase for blacks.

Of particular significance,in this regard is the pattern of high

dschool and college enrollment.. Among whites high school enrollment

has been-virtually cOnstant since 1970 while among blacks the rate

of enrollment increased by 24 percent. At the post-seconaary level

white enrollment has increased by 26 percent since 1970 wtille black

enrollment has increased, by 95 percent%

As a result of increasing levels of school attendance for blacks

the differences in medlan years of,completed schoOl have been.



virtually Liminated as ihown in3Table 5. -Regardless of region,

. blacks and whites over 25 have virtually the same levels of median'

4 tp

years of school completion.

ver there.is a reverse trend in the rate of college

cbmpletion between blacks and whites. While the percentage of both

groups completing 4,or more years of college has risen sighificantly

since 1940, whites have risen much faster than blacks(and therefore

the differences in college completion is increasing throughout,the-

country (Table 6).

0 Table 7 showd another major development in the demographic
ti

composition of college students--the increased.raees of enrollment

of women, particularly at tbe older ages. Since 1970 the rate of

college attendance 9f women over 25=has more than doubled, a pattern-

which has posed challenges tO curripulum planners.

It should, be noted; however, that ..1.thoiaghenrollment data show

greater ethnic and gender heterqgeneity among college,students,

other data show increasing homogeneity in academic interests.' When

we examine the primary fields of gtudy of college students we find an

increasing emphasis on the study of'business or health/medical related-

subjects (Table 8). In 1966 education was the priMary field of study

for both black .and female students. However by 1978.tlie major

academic emphasis for both groups was'business, and education has

fallen to fourth place for women and blacks. The proportion of

students majoring in eduation declined by 62 percent from 1966 to

1978,- while at the dame time concentration in business and commerce

subjects increased substantially.'

In California, the most significant demographic changes involve

, the HisPanic populatian.. During the 1970s this was.the fastest
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thest-a-te and by 1980 the Hispanic group accounted

for 19.2 percent of the state's total population4Ptojections of A

HispaniC Population for California 1985-2000, Center for Continuing.

Study of the California Economy, Palo.Alto; 1982). Indeed, when the

Hispanic, Asian and black population are combined, one-third of the

,

1980 population of California comprises racial minorities.

The most donservative projections of7opu1ation growt4.to the

end of the,century indicate that by the year 2000 the.Hispanic

population will comprise 24.4 percent of the California population ,

(41.8 per.cent for all minorities).

The Los Angeles Data Center Qf the U.S. Census Bureau recently

reported that in 1980, 25 percent of California whites ,were under

17 years of age.. Corresponding figure-s were 33. pecent fot blacks,
.

34 Percent fot Indians, 28 percent for Asians and 39 percent for

Hispanics.

Tfie-youthful population compcasition has shifted so dramatically

in California that the Califarnia-Postsecondary Education Commission

reports that in June 1979 almost one;-third of all fiigh school .

A

ii.aduates were racial or ethnic minorities (Director's Report,

January 1981, p. 13). Fuithermore,- 'in some of tfie larger urban

schpol districts a majbrity.of the elementary school students are

minorities.

The initial iise in the pool of college youth was seen in a

very dramatic increase km enrollment-during the decade of the sixties,

(

followed by a continued but more modest increase during the

seventies. ,Table'19 gives the enrollment growth.In higher education \,

.4n California from 1960 to 1979 by decades.. It shows çhat.during

the sixties enrollment doubled for most segmentsbof postsecondary

(
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education. The rise continued,during the seventies bu at a muCh

:slower rate,.with the majority of the'increase'in.both decades coming

in California Community Colleges. Indeed, it is only in the dommuniey,

colleges that we See-a gteater,increase in the-actual numbers .of

\

students 41 the 'seventies than we saw: in-the sixties.

On the other hand the enrollment of minorities in post-
, ,

secandary-education'in California has not kept pace with their rates

-)
,of completion at the high school leve1.4 Annual ethnic surileys begun

lk

in the Fall Of 1976 shoTds that during the last fout, years of the

seventies students,declaring their, ethnicity as white,or'Asian '

. .

represented a larger percentage oethe enrollment in Califorr:L.

pOstsecondary education than of the high school gtaduating classes

,

Tor the same years. On the oter hand, those students whO were

'
from,American Indian,,Ilispanib or black backgrounds represented

,

a smaller percentage of college enrollment than they did of the

high school graduating class. (CPEC Report)

Given the thanding demography of the state, however, it is

apparent that if there,is to be'even a "steady-state'enrollment in

.
California postsecondary education there must,be an increase in the

nilmber of minority students fum the state enrolled. 'This fact has

serious imp1icatii3lis lor curriculum in postsecondary.education.

While Much has been written about the i'mpact of the enrollment

crush of the sixpies on colleges and-curriculuM, an4 iae are now..

observing the "retrenchment' occasioned by the steady state enrollments

of the late 70's, I would like t'o direct your attenition to another

aspect of'these concerns, namely proid,ing both educational access

and educational excellence to those traditionally bypassed by most

postsecondary institutions, except for the extraOrdinary array of

_t 0

d?,
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I traditionally black institutions which have been overrboked and

,ignored for y ear:s, yet they i)ersi t in bringing black youth intb the'

Blake--

, .\ .\ ,

mainstream of.higher education.- For the past 13 years my effbrti
. d-

g

.

,

'Itave,been directed'to the developmentof an undergraduate liberal

,

el , ,
, .,

, arts college =,' otie component of the educational system of the,,
A,

.

,

4
.' -

Santa Cruz campus of.the University' bf California.
, 0

.. .

-III: OAKES COLLEGE.-AT T±SC / .0

Oakes College isa' residential liberal arts college on the

-
campus Of the University of CaliforniC-Santa'Cruz. The College has

its own unique,,interests and fOci with-corresponding, programs.
,T'

.

College courses ate primarily restricted to the lower division,'and

our students take their 'majors and a large majority of their courses

through campus-wide offerings.
v

.

Arising out of the concerns of the la '1960's, 1.1e dollege.

'opened in 1972 with.a major commitment to equal edu Cational

opportunity. From its inception,the College had'been characterized

'by an aca.demic.analysis of predominating values n a multi-cultural

,
.

society and the'creation .of a respect for catural.differences among

diverse groups,. The curriculum of the College has focused on two .

primarY themesr the experience of ethnic minorities in the.

. ,

'United States; ahd science,--especially for 'those "Neld Students"*

*The concept New Student was developed to designate those students

who have traditionally been denied access-to higher education or are

from families where they'are the first to ever attend college. This

concept ,incrudes racial and ethnic minorities, some,women, older

studentS, afid low-income students from groups.not included in the

-.above. We prefer the designation New Student to such terms as

"disadvantaged" or 6non-traditional" on the grounds that negative

definitions of.s.tudents tend to perpetuate negative stdreotypes,

perception's, and further invalidate students. lbe positive concept

of New Student recognizes the strengths and unique qualities of the

students without'minimizing their academic deficiencies.

'S
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who -come *from communitieS SO sorely lacking in medical, scientific

N

OS

and technological expertise.

liecause'mucti of,what we have wanted to do has,traditionally

been outside of normal. University, funding :channels, we have from

.
the." beginninideve lop e'd many f oun-programs ( including thome fac i it ie s

such,as our. ScieRce Center'). on extramural grant resourcesalmost

-$2.5 million to dateand\,frOm soft University funds both from

ildSC and from President 14axon''s office. Over the years the support--

both 'financial and moral--from the central administration at Santa

CrUz and alio from the systemWideadministration.has beep. very

-important. It has free,0\ us to devote all of bur energy and thought
-

.into develop'ing the acadic program our student. s need to'prevail
,

in the.academy.

'Currently,. the Oakes College student body numbers about 650

,students. Almbst one-half of these are from minority_backgrOunds

(477,). Another.10-20% are also New Students iii that they are from

poverty backgrounds, or are the first from their .familiesto gb to -
. -

college, or are.from.thejncreasing poof of re-entry women. Over

40% of our studentd'are Educational Opi5ortunity Program students.

ApproximatelY 407. are. firSCgeneration studeftts. In terms of

'..preparation, the ACE survey shows that as a group, Oakes students are

f

three times more likely to need remedial or tutorial help than their
o

Scounterparts in the othe'r UCSC colleges.
,

Given the exceptional diversity -and.needs of our students, how.
\

are we,then-doing at Oakes? We have just recently developed the
,

capaCity, to do institutionalresearCh;.so longer-term facts and

tatistical data are difficult to,,.come by. Much of what we-know is

dotal, -However, in terms of\freshperbon-sophomore retention

12 5
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ates Oakes College has had the second highest rate for the' past

three years. In terms of graduation rates, Oakes has the highest

percentage of graduates of the eight colleges ori campus after six

years, even though--as might be expected--the College has the

lowest rate after the assumed "normal" four years.

Almost half (47.5%) of the College's minority students major,

in the hard sciences.During the last two\years over 40% of the.

mitorit students graduating wlth science de rees have gone on to

top-flight graduate and medical schools including Harvard University

and the University of California, San Ffancisco. Of the 1982

graduating.class of 135, 55 were minority Students, between 20 and

25 of whom have already been accepted to,graduate or professional

et

schools and'several others of whbra are still awaiting admittance.

Anecdotally, of course, we can talk about dozens of students

.like the young black man frdm the remote Sea Islands of South Carolina

who this years was the first person from his community ever to complete

a University degree, or the Chicano who came to us unable to do

long-division and who has just completed his second year at Harvard

_Medical School in the top 10% 9f his class.

IV. WHY HAS OAKES BEEN SUCCESSFUL?

University of California, Santa Cruz

To the degree that Oakes haa been successful, it can be

atteiVuted to several factors including some of the aspects of the

.Santa Cruz campus itself. The comparative rural is"olation of UCSC

has the aa4antage Of f,reeing many "non-ttaditional" students from

the urban pressurds, demands, and cOmmitments often so aeleterious

to struggling New StUdentg.
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The ucsq college system by its very nature educes closer inter-
.

Rersonal interactions which help foster academic cooperation rather
. 4

than a potentially debilitating competition. In addition, the

college system allows us to foster a relatively small community

motivated by a commnn mission and goals. Furthermore, the UCSC

narrative evaluation systeM--particularly at entry level--helps ease

the transition for Many New Studerits terrified of cut-and-#ied

academic judgments being placed on them as they arrive underprepared

'At 'the University.

B. Oakes' Environment
a

One of the most important elements in the-Oakes experience

is the diverse and heterogenous nature of the students, faculty .

. (at least until recently), and staff. As we have already pointed

out, aimost half of the student body are from minority backgrounds

assuring a critical mass for the identification and validation of

_such New Students., Until recently, the faculty has been equally as

diverse, at times ranging to 50% minority,and 40% women: The staff,

particulatly in the critical counseling and advising area is also

charaCterized by socio-cultural heterogeneity. Role models for the
0

students have beb the rule rather than the exception, and we have

made use of this situation throilgh intene one-on-one work with

many individual New Studens.

Within this diverse-gi.oup, however, we have generally been able

to create a common ethos apd a clear commitment to (1) equal

educational opportunity; (2) the transition and success of the New

Student in conjunction with the development of all students; and,

(3) a cooperative, pluFalistic value system that tries to speak,

to the needs of all groups' within the College. there is a

A

14
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shared sense of puripose that includes the commitment to-real

institutional change--a commitment which Tuskegee Institute

President Benjamin F. Payton, formerly Director of Minority Affairs

at the Ford Foundation and one who has worked with minority programs

throughout the.United States, says marks Oakes as decidedly different

from the usual peripheral attempts to simply mold the New Student to'

the already inhospitable structUre of the traditional University.

IbUs, we have been able to create a community with a clear set

of goals\and common concerns. (How much_ of a cohesive and caiing

community.was recently brought home to our Chancellor in a series

of meetings with over-200. of our students concerned with the future'

'of Oakes on the UCSC campUs.) -

This sense of community and 'common commitment, then, is an

integral part of an olierall institutional climate which says to all

students--you are wercomed here, you are expected to succeed and we -

will do everything possible to insure it. From this persioective, we

have developed the specific Oakes programs designed to further the
5

transitiod and integration of a diversity, of students into the

University.

C. Oakes Programs

1. Leadership, Mentors, Facilitators

The fact.that the College is led by'a minority faculty

Ipember from a poverty background gives tremendous impetus to the

development of a positive College psychology. 'The numbers of

minority and women faculty and staff have also been critical, as

has been their obvious commitment to the Oakes experience.

,16
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Within these grotips, the College has focused on,faculty/staff

deveropment -that emphasizes the various concerns of our unique

student body and regularly raises pedagogical issues Tor discussion.

Over the years, the faculty has secured funds for regular

pedagogy workshops focusing on teaching the New Student, and has

held numerous weekend retreats focusing on curriculum development,

advising, and interactions with students. The staff, too, hold

regular 'retreats focusing on sensitizing staff to student concerns

and viewpoints and on developing interpersonal working relationships.

2. Residential/SOcial

The residential nature of Oakes', where over one-half of

our students are housed, is of tremendous import to student

development. We have the students 24 hours per day and can raise

issues in a living-learning context that simply would be impossible

at akommuter school. Issues raised in the classrooms are taken

back to the residences where they'are discussed and .debated-.roften

in conjunction with planned residential activities. The students

have to live.together And are often initially almost compelled to

learn from others of different bdckgrounds and cultures. Given the

residential nature of the College, we are also able to offer a variety

of social and cultural events reflecting our diversity, yet

participated in by .a majority of our students regardless of their

particular backgrounds.

3. Special Academic Programs

The College offers a. wide variety -6f.courses apart from

the regular offerings of the, traditional departments on the UCSC

16
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campus. The Oakes College core course--.Values and Change in a

Diverse Society--is required of all, Oakes students in their

freshperson year, and is a general education course offered in the

context of the historical interests of Oakes College. The course

focuses on the development of reading, writing, and critical thinking

skills while analyzing College themes of cultural pluralism,

equality/inequality, oppression, and human dignity: In part, the

course is our attempt to energize the general education model by

casting it in a more substaritive and relevant framework.

The College also offers a group of first-year basic skills

courses in writing, mathematics, computer literacy, and study skills.

Staffed primarily by.soft-funded personnel, these courses are

basiCally transitional in nature but fulfill regular requirements

of the University.

Oakes offers a second tier of primarily lower-di'vision cohrses
4

that revolve around the general College motif of the minority

experience in America. Focusing on Chicanos, Blacks Asians, Native

Americans, and.European immigrants, these courses serve as links for

many of our students between their pre-collegiate experience and self-

identification and their new UniversitY selyes. The courses are

designed to sensitize all students to cultural differences, while

also offering relevant points of'identification and self-validation
-

fOi'minority ,students. The development,of ethnic identity,Ohoweyer,

it not ultimately paramount in course development. Although the

College recognizes that the ethnic experience is vitally impdrtaht

in itself, courses are designed to look beyond that focus towara
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universal hurdan truths. The ethnic experience fs used as a logical

and effective springboard into the mainstream of liberal arts

questions; perspectives, and methodologies.

Of all its curricular efforts, Oakes is probably best known

for its intensive lower-division science program which is specifically

deared to the needs of the New Student. While the College does not

itself 'offer majors in the sciences, it offers a range of introductory

courses and sequences in biology, chemistry and mathematics designed

specifically to "feed" the students into.the ampus-wide majors at

appropriate points.

Courses are taught in very small groups, and many of the

pedagogical approathes to the teaching of science haveNbeen,revamped

(particularli in terms of "hands-on" laboratory experience for new

Science students). The entire program is supporte by extensive use

of daily individual and. small yroup tutorials. There is also a wide
4:

range of Computer Assisted Instruction available to the students.

The courses are supported by year-round, on-going research

activities for the New Student, aneby full-time an-campus summer

research programs at Santa Cruz as well as at the University of

California, San Francisco campus. The joint Oakes-UCSF program is

specifically geared to bringing New,Students into careers in academic

medicine. 'a

To support its science efforts, the Collegee has raised private

resources to build its own Science Center so that we would not be

dependent upon.the huge impersonalized and centralized facilities of

the University. Oakes is thus able.to offer its programs in its own

laboratory environment.which again is specifically de'signed for the

inclusfon of the New Student.

-18



4. Affective Development: Support Services

To support its academic efforts, Oakes College has

developed an extensive support services program geared to

facilitating the student affective integration into Campus life.

Support Services include: (1) special academic advising in addition

to that regularly supplied by faculty, which includes the assuran e

that someone is always available during working hours for academic

consultation; (2) administrative advising services to help students

new to bureaucracies get into the idminis-trative networks;

(3) individual and group counseling programs, either of a

therapeutic or a problem oriented nature; (4) follow-up networks.

to determine how students are doing in campus-wide science Courses

and then meetings and referrals individually with students; and

(5) Conflict resolution and cisis intervention .programs staffed ,

by highly trained personnel.

A

The Support Services programs are utilized by well over 70% of

the Oakes.student body and are staffed by persons representing a

wide range of.ethnic and cultural backgrounds.

V. STUDENT STRENGTHS

While we have experienced dramatic success with our studehts

we realize that our understanding of the naAure of that success is

limited by oUr assumptions about these youth. When. we began Oakes

College we saw the students ae coming to us with probleds we,had to

help them overcome.- In building a living/learning community we had .

no preconceptions f the positive qualities the students might
,

contribute to this comMunity. Upon reflection and analysit, however,

19
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we have come to realize that New Students do in fact bring some

basic strengths with them when'they enter the University. When

these are 'understood and developed they become qualities

students' appre4ation
\

improved performance.

First, there is an

among Oakes students.

of liberal education and motivate

which deepen

them to

almost Herculean sense of determination

Comingfrom low-income, working-class

baCkgrounds, many of them see the University as the hope of gene'ra-

tions of their forebears and they arrive with a tenacious determination

to succeed.

Second, the Itudents have a perseverance which arises from their

determination. We find they are willing to struggle against

apparently insurmountable odds supported bY a college that gives

them an opportunity--_to develop basic skills while Challenging them

to go beyond modest expectationS

Third, our students also have an inexhaustible:Thresilience,

willingtto take the mostl. disappointing blowwbut, still come

for more. As they sense that opportunity will' not be snatched from
,

them for their early mistakes and failures, they resolve to use their

negative experiences as stepPing stones to the success they ultimately

envision. They are, in*this respect, inspirational for the faculty.

Finally, in contemplating the position that our 'Students adopt,,.

upon first arriving at the University, one senses a marginality which

frequently characterizes individuals moving from familiar experiences

^

into inititutions where they encaunter new and uncertain situations,.

Initially this marginality is/resisted and viewed negatively by'

20
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students who face enormous pressures to "assimilate.", But as 'they

9

move tHiough the'College and gain greater.confidence in their

ability, their marginality becomes a strength--giving them 'an

acuity which allows'them'to be more creative, resolving intelleatual

paradoxes in both their work and life experiences.

We have come to realize'that a residential liberal,

arts college can be an effective living/learning community, for all'

its meMbers. Traditional college tudents have found much, of

value in every aspect of the/Oakes College program, so we find many

of them attracted to Oakes because of the general environment.

They develop meaningful and close ties with the New Students. Thus

in opening ,up the doors of educational opportunity no person is

excluded. They are all included and integrated More effectively.

While we have talked here about an academic response to a

changing student composition in programmatic,termsc dur fundamental
A. .

assertion is that curricular developient is really a reflection of

institutional commitment'. The key variable in our'success is the

outstanding 'performance of our faculty which also reflects our

administratiop's commitMent to the faculty.

VI. FACULTYAND INSTITUTIONAL COMITMENT

Since the College opened in 1972, Oakes has been fortunate

NN in securing a dedicated faculty wilding to'work closely together

evelop coherent College programs and new teaching approaches,

geared o our diverse student population. Yet from the 'beginning

we also re gnized that the faculty'a very commitment to the College

and to student could result in their OWn--and ultimately the

College's--destruc o .
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The University. of California is primarily a "publish or

perish" institution, and as a new college,.the majority of our

faculty came in young and untenured. The exceptional amount of time

involved in mounting College effort.s--planning and teaching in new

programs 'And real interdisciplinary courses,
trying to know each

student in a class in order to build ori, indiyiddal strengths and

overcome individual weaknesses, and the willingness to pursue

research in areas related to pedagOgy as well as traditional

research--has been and could continue to be detrimental in terts

of the faculty members' own scholarly development.

In addition to the time demands facea by all our faculty,

ethnic faculty face additional pressdres that are far too often

overlooked in most institutiOns ofiligher education. So much of

their time is consumed by ethnic students in search of role mpdels,

identity, ve'lidation,
.counseling, or just the need to talk to a-

"brother" or "sister" about academic or personal problems. (Sometimes

the students cdrErTaticulate exactly why they need tp "rap,"

,they just do.)' A relAted problem--seldom Mentioned--is theoneed of

so miny Likeral white students.for catharsis which they feel can

-

only lie reached by "rapping" with ethniC faculty,. ,Also, on a

campus-wide basis, ethnic faculty members are "committeed" to 'death

for obvious reasons.

A careful review of our initial complements of faculty com-

pounded our concerns. At a time when we needed to develop programs

and pursue pedagogical issues, our faculty was overwhelmingly junior

(ehere were only two tenured faculty in our initial contingent),
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4

a large proportion of our faculty were still writing disse'i.tations,

and a large percentage,were women and minorities who would face

A

extra pressuies within the system. From these characteriStics

we discerned several needs which became initial goals of a mdjor
4

faculty Support ' program in Oakes College._
. ,

The'first goal was to ensure that those writing dissertations
4

had the encouragement and opportunity to finish. Secondly, faCulty

had to be protected from so many of tfie eXtraneous pressures which

are found at Sarita'Cruz: excessive committee work and adminlstrative

responsibilities generated by the dual stAictures of Colleges and

Boards of Studies (Departments), extraor-dinary ;Ittgrial responsi-

bilities, and counseling (as,opposed to academic advising) of students

with problems on identification needs. Thirdly, faculty would have to
4

get the support and encouragement which vould lead them to pursue

research and publication so they couldtfestablish their prbfessional

careers. 'Fourthly, there.had to be a continuing discussion and

reyiew of pedagogical issues and curriculum development so that the

scholarly work of faculty could be more effectively transmitted to

students and meet StUdent needs.
4'

If we were to succeed, it seemed imperative to reach all these'

goals or we would be caught in efamifiar trap: seeking basic

institutional changer we needed extraordinSxy faculty commitment;,

yet such commitment could lead to insufficient academic research or

failure to complete dissertations both of whiCh were imperative if we

were to retain.faculty deaicated to-an institutional reordering of

priorities. In building C.011ege programs and seeking new ways to



.approach a new student clientele, we wererunning the risk of destroy-
. -

ing the involved faculty members, ultimately committing "collegiate

suibide" in the process.

To reach both the indtitutional gcl'als of the College. and the

professional/personal goals of our 'faculty we had to d'evelop a

"4 faculty support program reflecting our institUtional commitment.

The first procedure developed was to give individual faculty

release-time from teaching in the College. This was done with the

recognition,that the College would be able to call on them more

fully in the future. Faculty remained on campus during the release

qdarter(s) and performed certain necessary College functions

(i.e., academic advising, faculty meetings) but Were relieved of
_ .

all College teaching. an4,vadministrative and committee assignments.
0

The freed time was spent attending to die particular matter mo'st

affecting that faculty Aember:, dissertation completion, necessary

disciplinary research, or the planning of speCific courses and

programs requested by the College.

The second strategy 'developed was a flexible teaching load--

,

not flexibility in terms of fewer courses, but\flexibility as to

when courses are offered. Traditionally, faculty at the University
,

of California are.expected to teach and carry on research projects

throughout-thd academic year. To us, however, \such expec tations

seemed iflogical-if blindly followed across the,board.
.1

Although we see no Ultimate conflict between teaching and
,

research, there are times when a temporary_ diahotomy'between the
.

.

.-

2
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two can enhance either function. At certain critical times ,during

a researdh project, it is often imperative that 100'percent effort

be given to the project.. Conversely, there are times in teaching

when one needs to devote one's self fully to that.function: for

example when planning new programs,,or when experimenting with

new pedagogical techriiques which demand a.greater than usual course

load in order to adequately conduct experimentation while maintaining

sufficient control groups.

_In response to this dilemma, the College periodically allowed

selected faculty to rearrange their teaching schedules so that their

entire course"loads were taught 'during two-of the three academic

Auartel..S, leaving the third quarter free for other activities. With
_

the summer added to the third quartSr, some laculty were able to

have six consecutive months for research or dissertation comp,letion

wit.hout any loss to College programi. These procedures required

no additional allocation of College funds.

The first major cost-associated strategy ihat the College

,p developed was a summer salary program for all junior and some senior

faculty. The College required the development of new and innovative

curricular offerings andteaching strategieseif we were to fulfill

our missions'. However, to ask faculty to develop such programs on

a part-time basis, during the academic yearewhen they were already

under considerable pressure, would-greatly overload the faculty and

at the same time result in superficial College offerings.

Several College programs, for example, were projected to be

interdisciplinary. From years of experience on the Santa Cruz
,
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campus (which prides i'tself on its capacity to develop such programs),

we concluded that truly Succerssful intei.disciplinary efforts require

far more rather than less ''f,aculty .tiMe in cdt-- 'preparation, in

\

communication during the course, and innecessary follow-up. We

concluded; therefore, that themajority of the planning must be,

done during summer when the faculty were free of teaching and

administrative responsibilities
and\could more easily balance

program development effdrts with on2going research.

Such a conclusion-, Uwever, dicted that we secure outside

resources to pay faculty for their summerilforti__With assistance

from Regent's grants, a Ford Foundatibmgrant, and grants from a

private individual, we were able during our first three years of

operation to give every.junior faculty member summer support.
A

When appropriate, outside consultants were employed to Assist in .

the planning effort.

In certain cases, also, faculty were given College monies for

tutorial and Teaching Assistant support, as well as for travill

relevant both to their research and plannirg-for College courses

and programs. Although\the amount was very small, it was another

manifestation of the commitment of the College to helping Y.oung

faculty' deal with the major issues facing them.

\

. \
Special assistance for junior faculty in planning and writing

,

,

, \

gr#nt protoosals was provided by the Co;lege. A staff member was,

4
.

,

made available to assist faculty in any and all phases of funding\.
,

their ideas. In some cases where Oakes faculty have received

grants, all of the proposal writing was done by staff.

26
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Where appropriate and possible, administrative staff have'

calledon funding sources on behalf of-particular faculty. This

has been done during administrative trips to the East Coast when

extra.time has been taken by the Provost and Assistant ?rovost.,

to call on various agencies with faculty proposals before them, or

when faculty have requested specific information regarding a funding

;
agency's policies and programs.

In response to College and faculty concerns regarding peda-
.

gogical issuei, evaluation of faculty, and the need to stimulate

_greater colleagueship among the faculty, Oakes College established

several intellectual forums which have been quite successful in

stimulating faculty in new directiOns. These included a Pedagogy

Task Force; an evaluative forum for the discussion'every other year

of each faculty member's professional development; and divisional

forums aesigned nO6 to;discuss "business," but to*explore areas of
P

mutual interest..
In addition to conducting and dissethinating educational research

and itself experimenting with different apprOaches to teaching,

the Pedagogy
t3

and &allures

Workshops on
r;

Task Force interviewed facUlty'regaraing successes

in.the classroom and conducted regular College-wide

pedagogy and the goals and missions of the Coll4ge-

-
The new faculty evaluation forum opened up the merit review process

and permitted a dialogue between a'merit candidate and the reviewing

committee (formerly a secretive body in the University) on student

7

peer evaluations of the,candidate's teaphing, the competency of

his/her written evaluations of students, research progress, and



the faculty4member's overall College contributions. The divisional

forums focussed on topics for possible.joine,teaching eforts, and

investigated commohresearch interests which Could lead to joint

efforts or the sharing of informatiofi already gathered by a
,

particulai individual.

.
An indirect but very important aspect of our faculty supPort

4

program was the creation of a strong Support Services program

discussed earlier which served the dual function of more effectively

meeting students' needs, and taking student pregiTites off the faculty.

The program reduced the number of non-classroom contict hours

between faculty and students while enhancing the quality Of those0

hours".. Faculty are permitted to focus more on student problems

related to their courses and academic programs.. Thus both students

and faculty are more adequately served. This is paticularly true.

for women and minority faculty who arifrequently called upon to be

models 4nd tutors as well 4s teachers.

In addition to these specific activities, the College developed

a position entitled "Preceptor for Faculty Development." This is a

senior faculty member who has the responsibility to meet regularly

with junior faculty% in groups and individually, to discuss their

plans, progress and problems, and make recommendations co the-
.

College for adequately servihg the faculty. The Preceptor for

Faculty Development also reviews all the responsibilities of edch

factiltypember for the College, the Board of Studies (Department)

the Academia Division, the Academic Senate and the Central Admini-
tz.

stration, ancLmediates between alldthese groups to reduce the demands

on each individual faculty member.

2



As a result of the commitment of the administration, faculty

de/rapid strides in establishing their professional careers. Of,

original complement of twenty-eight faculty, eleven were'hired

without their dissertations completed. Al of them finished their

'
dissertations within the two-year time limit allowed br'the

.Uhiversity. Faculty have maintained an excellent record of scholarly

publication and moved eoward tenure.

Moreover, they have'developed and continue to revise an

interdisciplinary curriculum as discussed earlier. A part of this

work is a continuous pedagogical dialogue which works toward the

integration of personal interests of faculty and their professional,

skills with the interests and ne4ds of students. It is a creative

dynamic.

An imp'ortant aspect of these.activities is thai students

understand,the faculty commitment to them as well as the faculty

understands the administration's commitment to both studentp and

faculty.

While we are not without.our problems, and they are many, all

- of us are continuously renewed by a creative and intellectually

exciting climate. Most importantly'students find they are.challenged

to go beyond their limited perspectives while using,their unique

Aife experiences as a foundation"' Those who do so most effectively

not only end up with a broader vision, they find the rewards to be

quite generous when compared with their original expectations.
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-9

0-14

5-19

0-24

5-29

0=34
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0-44
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Table 1 ,

Population by-Age Group6 & Color
U,S.: 1950-1980 (Percentages Only)

Total

1950 .- .

Other Total

1960 .

Other

.

Total

1970.

Other Total

1980

Other
WhitetBlack White Black White Black White Black

10.8 10.5 12.5 13.3 11.3 11.0 14.4 14.6 8.4 8.1 10.7 10.3 7.2 6.7 9.2

8.8 8.5 10.1 10.1 10.4 10.1 12.6 12.1 9.8 9.5 12.1 10.8 7.4 6.9 9.4 .

7.4 7.1 9;0 9.5 9.4 9.2 10.4 9.7 10.2 9.9 12.4 10.3 8.1 7.7 10.1

7.1 6.9 8.1 8.3 7.4 7.3 7.9 7,0 9.4 .9.2 10.7' 9.6 9.3 9.0 11.3

'7.7 7.5 8.1 9.5 6.0 6.1 6.4 7.2 8.1 8.0 8.0. 9,5 9.4 9.2 10.3

8.1 8.1 8,3 8.9 6.1 6.0 .6.2 8.2 6.6 6.6 6.3 8.2 8.6 8.5 8.8

7:6 7.6 7.3 6.7 6.7 6.6 8.5 8.0 5.6 5.6 5.5 7.2 7.8 7.8 7.1 ,

7.4 7.4 7-.5 6.2 7.0 7.0 6.4, 7.0 5.5 5.4 5.2 6.5 6.2 6.2 5.5

6.7 6.8 6.4 5.7 6.5 6.5 5.7 5.0 5.9 5.9 5.3 6.1 5.2 5.2 4.7

28.4 29.6 22.7 21.8 29.2 30.2 21.5 21.2 30.5 31.8 23.8 21.5 30.8 32.6 '23.6'

30.0 30.7 26.1 24.5 29.2 28.5 23.5 24.5 28.1 28.9 22.4 * 30.0 31.3 24.9

,Not Available

-Source

1950-1970: U.S. Census
1980: Statistical Abstrgct of the U.S., 1982

r."
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Under 5

5-9

10-14

15-19

.20-24

2529
30734._

35-39,

40-44

45 & over

Median.Age

Table 2

PoOmlation by Age Groups & Color,
California: 1950-1980

Total

1950

Other Total

1960

Other TotalsWhite

1970

Other Total

1980

,

Other
White White WhIte*

10.4 10.3 11.8 11.1 l0.8 14.1 8.2 8.0 10.1 7.2

84 8.0 7.9 , . 10.2 10.0 11.8 9.6 9.4 11.5 6.9

6.2 6.2 6.3 9.0 9.0 9.1 9.8 9.7 11.2 7.5

5.9 5.9 6.2 7.0 7.0 6.4 '9.1 9.0 9.7 8.9 .

. 7.3 , 7.2 8.9 6.3 6.2 7.2 8.7 8.7 9.2 9.9

8.7 8.6 11.1 6.5 6.3 7.9 7.3 7.3 7.7 9.4
,

8.4 8.3 '9.8 7.1 7.0 8.2 6.1 6.0 7.0 8.4

a.2 8.1 9.4 7.7 7.6 8.1 5.8 5.7 6.4 6.5

7.2 7.2" 7.6 6:8 6.9 6.5 6.1 6.1 6,0 5.3

29.7 30.2 21.0 28.3 29.2 20.7 29.3 30.1
,

21.2 30.0 .

32.1 32.3 29.0 30.0 30.4 25.9 28.1 28.6 24.1 *

*Not Available

Source

1950-1970: U.S. Census
1980 Statistical AbStract oi the*U.S., 1982
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1970

Table 3

Heritage
U.S.,
California,

1980

population,
1970 & 1980

1970

1970--California

Undtr 5 12.5 11.4 12.1

5-9 13.3 10.5 13.0

10-14 12.4 10.1 12.0

15-19 10.5 11_0 10.2

20-24 8.7 10.9 9.2

25-29 7.4 9.4 7.6

30-34 6.5 7.7 6.7

35-39 p 6.0 5.8 6.1

40144 5.5 4.9 5.8

45 & oyer 17.2 18.3 17.3

Median Age 20.7 23.2 21.4

*Not Available

SoUrce

1970: U:S. Census
1980: Statistical Abstract of the U.S., 1982
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'iable 4

School .Enrollment.of-Persons 3. to 34 Year's\Old,

by Level.of School and Race, October 1960- 1970, 1978
(Numbers in thousands)

All RaCes
19.01 1970 1978

.46,259 60,357 58,616
'Total Enrolled

Nursery.sChool (NA)- 1,096 1,824.

Kindergarten 2,092 3,183 .,.2,990

Elementary school' 30,349. 33,950 28,490

High school 10,249 14,715 15,475

College 3,570 . 7,413 9,838

,

White

Total Enrolled 40,348 51,719 48,843

Nursery school (NA) 893 1,456

Kinderg'arten 27,88iy
2,706 2,452

Elementary school 28,638 23,524

High school 9,1221 12,723 12,897

College 3,342 6,759 .8,514

Black

Total'Enrolled 5,910 7,829 8,416

Nursery school (NA) 178 312

Kindergarten
426 451

. ,

Elementary school
4,556 4,868 4,356

High school 1,127 1,834 2,276

College 227 522 1,020

1Data for 1960 are for.persons 5 to 34 years old and exclude

'nursery school; 1960 data shown for Black person are for persons

of all races other than White.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Currea Population Report's, .

Series P-20, No. 336 (April 1979); table 12, adapted.



Table 5

, Median School Years Completed for Person 25 Years Old and Over,

by Region and Race: 1940, 1960, 1970 and 1975.

United States

South

North and West

Black- White

1940 6.9 10.4-

1960 10.3 12.3'

1970 12.0 12.6

1975 ,12.4 12.8_

1940 6.2 9.6

1960 , 9.3 12.1

1970 11.5 12.5

1975 12.3 12.7

1940

1960,
1970

1975

8.7

11.2

12.2

12.-5

10.7

12.3

12.6

12.8

,

Source:, U.S. Bureau of the ensus, Current PopUlation Reiorts,

Series P-23, No*. 80, able 70, adapted.



Table 6

Persons 25 to 34 Years Old who have completed 4 years or more of

College, by Region and Race: 1940, 1960, '1970 and 1975 (% only)

United States

South

North and West

Black White

1940- 2. 7

.1960 4

.1970 6 17

1975 11 22

1940
# 1 6

1960 5 11

1970 6 15

1975 12 , 20

0

1940 7

1960 4 Y12

1970 6 17'

1975 10 23

e.,

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports,

Series P-23, No. 80, Table 70, adapted.



Table'.7

College En611ment of Persons to 34 Years Old,

by Race: '1960, 1970, 1978
(Numbersin thousands)

. 1960 1970 .1978

Total: .., 3,570 7,414 9,838

Male', 2:339 4,401. 5,124

Female 1,231 - 3013 4,714

White

3,342 6,758 8,514
Total

Male - 2,214 4,065 . 4,508

Female, 1,128 2,693 4;006

Black

Total 227 522 1,021

Male 125 253 .452

Female 102 269 569

Current Pbpulation- Reports
Series P-20, No. 336,

- April 1979 (Table 12,4Adapted).,.



Table 8

Primary Fields of Study of College Students 14 to 34 Years Old:

October 1966

All Students

and

'

1978,

1966

by Color and Sex (% only)

9
1978

Education 18.6 Business or Commerce 19.9

Business or Commerce 14.8 Other Fields
1

Social Sciences 10.7 Biological/Health. 12.0

Biological Sciences/ 10.0 Humanities
2 9.5

Health or Medical

Blgck'Students

'Education 23.0' Business*or Commerce 21.6

SOcial Sciences' L7.0 Other Fields
1 12.8

Business or Commerce 14.5 Biblogical/Health 11.1

Educatiori

Female Students°

- Education 3°3.2 Business or Commerce 17.4

'Humanities
2 13.& Other Fields

1 16.04

Biological SO.ences/ 11.7 Biological/Health or 15.2

, Health or Medical Medical

Education 12.7

1
,

2
Includes go major in 1978 '

t.

Inclusies English or journalism in 1966 and 1978; inlcudes diberal.arts in'1978.

Source: U.S.°Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reportg, Series P-20, No. 351

(May 1980), Tables A-C, Adapted.,.



Table 9
A Comparison of Enrollment Growth Wthin California

Postsecondary Education for the Period
1960-69 and 1970-79

Univ. of.
Californta

Calif. State
University

Calif. Comm.
Colleges
(credit
Enrollm. only)

.--

Independent
Colleges and
Universifies

State Leyel
Total

Source

Fall 1960
Enrollment

,

49,719

95,081

289,08.

69,857

504,555

The Sixties

'

f:

Percent
Increase
1960-69

113%

136%

108%

.

661
,

108%

Fall 1970
Enrollment

*

109,033

241,559

651,997

120,776

1,123,365

Fall 1969
Enrollment

106,035

.224,837

602,917

..

115,621-

1,049,410

Enrollment
Increase

""19b0-0

56,316

129,766

313,019

45,764

544,855

The Seventies

Fall 1979 Enrollment Percent
,

Enrollment Increase Increase

1970-79 1970-79

1314856. 22,823 21% :

306,801 65,242 27%

1,100,220 - 448,223, 69%

162,192 41,416 34%

1,701,069 577,704 51%

California Postsecondary Education Commission/, Director's Report, January.1981, p. 3 :

f.


